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            We are closed.

            The Alpin Arena Senales is closed. The summer season starts on 29.06.2024!
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									ITALIAN PROFESSIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS ALPIN SKIING

									For the first time in 35 years, the Italian Alpine Skiing Championships will be held in South Tyrol, including here in Val Senales - in the Alpin Arena Senales.

The Italian Championships in the giant slalom and slalom disciplines will be held on the Lazaun slope from 3 to 6 April 2024.

Come and see how the national titles are fought for on the Lazaun slope.

									28.03.2024
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									Events at Teufelsegg 

									This winter, lots of events are taking place at the Teufelsegg Hut. Amazing bands and DJs await you at 2,444m, surrounded by dreamy snow-covered mountain peaks.

									02.01.2024
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									Tasty moments at Bella Vista

									Dining on the mountain has its own special quality. If someone joins us at the table, we make room. When hunger comes, it's time to eat. When a glass is raised in celebration, we smile at each other. Time is filled with essentials. And with pure quality.

									01.12.2023
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									Snow Sound Lazaun

									Now it's getting cool: The Lazaun events are going into the winter edition! If you're freezing, you're losing when local bands and DJs heat you up.

									01.12.2023
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									Platzl Events

									The Platzl Bar is located at the end of the Schnalstal valley in Maso Corto, right next to the valley station of the Schnalstal Glacier Cable Car. Great events and culinary highlights await you there.

									01.12.2023
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									How the Alpin Arena Senales contributes to glacier preservation 

									One of the most tangible signs of climate change are the retreating mountain glaciers worldwide, presenting ski resorts with a major dilemma. The scarcity of snow in the warmer seasons is especially problematic and calls for extraordinary measures.

									29.08.2023
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                        Funivie Ghiacciai Val Senales Spa
 Maso Corto 111
 I-39020 Senales - South Tyrol
 T +39 0473 662171
 M info@schnalstal.com
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